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The SEVEN time #1 Best-Selling fantasy sports author on  and Sirius/XM Fantasy Sports Radio

host Joe Pisapia is back again for the NFL season with the ALL NEW Fantasy Football Black Book

2016 Edition!Joe brings you his vast knowledge of both the Season Long and Daily Fantasy NFL

world right to your fingertips with the latest Fantasy Black Book. Not just Relative Position Value but

Relative Position Value Per Dollar for DFS players as well. These revolutionary player evaluation

tools have changed the game. His work at Fantasy Alarm and The Sporting News is read by

thousands each week, but this Ã¢â‚¬Å“little black bookÃ¢â‚¬Â• will be your secret weapon for all

things NFL fantasy. Ã¢â‚¬Å“Joe takes a complex problem fantasy owners have and comes up with

an easy-to-understand solution. Better yet, his concept of Relative Position Value works for any

fantasy format with any number of teamsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦With the Black Book, they get the full instruction

manual.Ã¢â‚¬Â• --Steve Gardner, Senior Fantasy Editor for USA Today Sports Ã¢â‚¬Å“Joe Pisapia

and the Fantasy Black Book have all of us covered. If you're a value-based drafter (and if you're not

you should be), Joe's "Relative Position Value" is something you should pay close attention to. I

do!Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œBob Harris Senior Editor Football Diehards"In a world full of advances

statistics, Joe Pisapia has a knack for demonstrating which numbers really matter when it comes to

dominating your fantasy football competition. The Fantasy Football Black Book is a must-own for all

fantasy owners looking to get an edge." Ã¢â‚¬â€œMike Dempsey Host of Jaguars Today 1010XL,

Host of Football Diehards and RunninÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ w/ MJD Sirius/XM Fantasy Sports

RadioÃ¢â‚¬Å“Reading Joe's work is sort of like being in on a great fantasy secret.Ã¢â‚¬Â•--Nando

DiFino, Executive Producer FNTSY Network The 2016 Football Black Book edition includes: * Over

300 player profiles * Expanded RPV for PPR and Standard Leagues * 2016 Draft Strategies for all

formats including Dynasty Leagues * Most overrated/underrated players, 2016 Draft Class in

Review, Full IDPAND*RPV PER DOLLAR for DFS! Whether you're new to fantasy football or a

grizzled veteran looking for a leg up on the competition, the Black Book is the place to

startÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and end your preparation!
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I purchased the Black Book for NFL twice, including this season. Last year I was hoping to improve

my game after a rough learning experience the year before and I stumbled upon Joe's book by

chance. I don't know if it was fate, but that season I committed to using Joe's predictions and insight

with the projections I use and had tremendous success!Although I did have a big week 3 (Caught

fire with Freeman, Olsen, and the GAWD Steve Smith Sr that week) which netted me 2nd in a pretty

large tournament, most of the money I made that season was off of utilizing his advice pertaining to

bankroll management and grinding it out in cash games by creating my lineups by using his RPV

formula along with his player profiles for each relevant guy at each position (Including rookies). The

lessons on RPV alone are worth the asking price of this book and others like it (MLB and NBA), but

Joe also provides detailed player reports that are backed up with his personal opinions and THE

FACTORS THAT MATTER and correlate to fantasy production when trying to maximize your

potential scores each week. Also, Joe will answer any questions you have via Twitter so don't be

shy! Very cool dude.For those who are experienced players who have had past success, we all

know that everyone is using projections or an optimizer or the next best thing in their minds and it

shows. Cash game and tournament scores to win are higher nowadays, but this is an expert who

stays ahead and provides you with some of the best preparatory information you will find anywhere

(That includes Rotogrinders and other popular sites) to help you stay ahead of the masses. I highly

recommend his Black Books for any of the sports offered, which include NFL, NBA, and MLB.With

all that said, I think the best way to get the most out of this book is to read and then reread and then



record where you agree and where you may disagree with Joe's analysis on each guy, although I

usually tend to agree with 85-90% of his predictions. In the end, you must go with where your heart

takes you when constructing daily lineups or drafting in season long, but this book will definitely lead

your heart to better and more consistent decisions, no matter what style you play.I'm a real guy who

wanted to make money playing fantasy sports and have been able to do just that using the book.

With the success the Black Book helped me achieve last season, I was able to go back to school

without taking any loans and that feels amazing. The Black Book will help improve your game in

both season long leagues and Daily Fantasy Sports leagues and has me as excited for football to

be back as ever before!

I used this series for my approach to the 2016 fantasy baseball draft and it worked pretty well. I had

a strong draft albeit a few of my picks failed to pan out. That's sports. It at least helps you go with an

approach. I use this series because I agree wi the approach. If you fail to understand the reasoning

behind the book's methods, then don't download the book. It's objective is to eliminate emotion and

insert reasoning. Obviously, I will go off-script (ex. Golden Tate is listed as a WR4 yet is going in the

first 6 rounds in most mock drafts). Otherwise, this is a sound approach.

I have to admit I own Joe's books and listen to him on Sirius/ XM radio, but I use his ratings as a

base for any lineup I create. This book knocked the Fantasy Football cobwebs off my hibernating

brain right in Chapter 1! Joe has put some players and their 2016 situation front and center that

weren't even on my radar. Thanks for a great book Joe!John Hale

I bought the book last year and it was largely responsible for me winning my main league. Excellent

articles on strategy and themes, RB in rd 1 or not, with great individual player analysis.Buy it. It's

cheap, accessible, and it'll help you win.

When it comes to knowledge about Football, Joe knows his stuff. And I know first hand how he did

last season on FanDuel; ) wish I did that well !!!!!!! Thanks for a great Book Joe.Marc / Clearwater

Fl.

Let me say that I'm an "attention to detail" type guy, so what bothered me about this book might not

bother you. There are some good concepts in this book. However, they're glossed over and

presented in a "See? I *told* you my way was the best!" tone. The author calls out other authors,



noting that everyone claims that they, alone have an approach that gives the reader an edge. He

then proceeds to do that very thing.Additionally, this book is frustratingly poorly-written. It feels

rushed and without QA. There are typos abound, such as "daft" instead of "draft." By itself, that's

totally forgivable. But there are other grammatical errors and downright meaningless, unreadable

sentences peppered throughout the book, too. I'm not big on writing product reviews, but put my

Kindle down to type one when I reached "it's extremely important have" less than a page after a

sentence beginning "What will do in this space..." Did anyone read this before it was published? I

don't know how publishing on the Kindle store works, but you should have a friend proofread and

publish an updated version.

As an avid fantasy football fan. I was somewhat disappointed on the content, I a good portion of it

was common sense. A good read for newbies to the industry, but if you have been playing fantasy

football for some time, nothing new.

The fantasy black book is what I use for both football and baseball. I have won several leagues

using this book and it keeps getting better and better.
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